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CHAPTER I. EARLY LIFE

In the town hall of the seaport of St Malo there hangs a portrait of Jacques Cartier, the great sea−captain of that
place, whose name is associated for all time with the proud title of 'Discoverer of Canada.' The picture is that of a
bearded man in the prime of life, standing on the deck of a ship, his bent elbow resting upon the gunwale, his chin
supported by his hand, while his eyes gaze outward upon the western ocean as if seeking to penetrate its
mysteries. The face is firm and strong, with tight−set jaw, prominent brow, and the full, inquiring eye of the man
accustomed both to think and to act. The costume marks the sea−captain of four centuries ago. A thick cloak,
gathered by a belt at the waist, enwraps the stalwart figure. On his head is the tufted Breton cap familiar in the
pictures of the days of the great navigators. At the waist, on the left side, hangs a sword, and, on the right, close to
the belt, the dirk or poniard of the period.

How like or unlike the features of Cartier this picture in the town hall may be, we have no means of telling.
Painted probably in 1839, it has hung there for more than seventy years, and the record of the earlier prints or
drawings from which its artist drew his inspiration no longer survives. We know, indeed, that an ancient map of
the eastern coast of America, made some ten years after the first of Cartier's voyages, has pictured upon it a group
of figures that represent the landing of the navigator and his followers among the Indians of Gaspe. It was the
fashion of the time to attempt by such decorations to make maps vivid. Demons, deities, mythological figures and
naked savages disported themselves along the borders of the maps and helped to decorate unexplored spaces of
earth and ocean. Of this sort is the illustration on the map in question. But it is generally agreed that we have no
right to identify Cartier with any of the figures in the scene, although the group as a whole undoubtedly typifies
his landing upon the seacoast of Canada.

There is rumour, also, that the National Library at Paris contains an old print of Cartier, who appears therein as a
bearded man passing from the prime of life to its decline. The head is slightly bowed with the weight of years, and
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the face is wanting in that suggestion of unconquerable will which is the dominating feature of the portrait of St
Malo. This is the picture that appears in the form of a medallion, or ring−shaped illustration, in more than one of
the modern works upon the great adventurer. But here again we have no proofs of identity, for we know nothing
of the origin of the portrait.

Curiously enough an accidental discovery of recent years seems to confirm in some degree the genuineness of the
St Malo portrait. There stood until the autumn of 1908, in the French−Canadian fishing village of
Cap−des−Rosiers, near the mouth of the St Lawrence, a house of very ancient date. Precisely how old it was no
one could say, but it was said to be the oldest existing habitation of the settlement. Ravaged by perhaps two
centuries of wind and weather, the old house afforded but little shelter against the boisterous gales and the bitter
cold of the rude climate of the Gulf. Its owner decided to tear it down, and in doing so he stumbled upon a
startling discovery. He found a dummy window that, generations before, had evidently been built over and
concealed. From the cavity thus disclosed he drew forth a large wooden medallion, about twenty inches across,
with the portrait of a man carved in relief. Here again are the tufted hat, the bearded face, and the features of the
picture of St Malo. On the back of the wood, the deeply graven initials J. C. seemed to prove that the image which
had lain hidden for generations behind the woodwork of the old Canadian house is indeed that of the great
discoverer. Beside the initials is carved the date 1704.. This wooden medallion would appear to have once figured
as the stern shield of some French vessel, wrecked probably upon the Gaspe coast. As it must have been made
long before the St Malo portrait was painted, the resemblance of the two faces perhaps indicates the existence of
some definite and genuine portrait of Jacques Cartier, of which the record has been lost.

It appears, therefore, that we have the right to be content with the picture which hangs in the town hall of the
seaport of St Malo. If it does not show us Cartier as he was,�and we have no absolute proof in the one or the other
direction,�at least it shows us Cartier as he might well have been, with precisely the face and bearing which the
hero−worshipper would read into the character of such a discoverer.

The port of St Malo, the birthplace and the home of Cartier, is situated in the old province of Brittany, in the
present department of Ille−et−Vilaine. It is thus near the lower end of the English Channel. To the north, about
forty miles away, lies Jersey, the nearest of the Channel Islands, while on the west surges the restless tide of the
broad Atlantic. The situation of the port has made it a nursery of hardy seamen. The town stands upon a little
promontory that juts out as a peninsula into the ocean. The tide pours in and out of the harbour thus formed, and
rises within the harbour to a height of thirty or forty feet. The rude gales of the western ocean spend themselves
upon the rocky shores of this Breton coast. Here for centuries has dwelt a race of adventurous fishermen and
navigators, whose daring is unsurpassed by any other seafaring people in the world.

The history, or at least the legend, of the town goes back ten centuries before the time of Cartier. It was founded,
tradition tells us, by a certain Aaron, a pilgrim who landed there with his disciples in the year 507 A.D., and
sought shelter upon the sea−girt promontory which has since borne the name of Aaron's Rock. Aaron founded a
settlement. To the same place came, about twenty years later, a bishop of Castle Gwent, with a small band of
followers. The leader of this flock was known as St Malo, and he gave his name to the seaport.

But the religious character of the first settlement soon passed away. St Malo became famous as the headquarters
of the corsairs of the northern coast. These had succeeded the Vikings of an earlier day, and they showed a
hardihood and a reckless daring equal to that of their predecessors. Later on, in more settled times, the place fell
into the hands of the fishermen and traders of northern France. When hardy sailors pushed out into the Atlantic
ocean to reach the distant shores of America, St Malo became a natural port and place of outfit for the passage of
the western sea.

Jacques Cartier first saw the light in the year 1491. The family has been traced back to a grandfather who lived in
the middle of the fifteenth century. This Jean Cartier, or Quartier, who was born in St Malo in 1428, took to wife
in 1457 Guillemette Baudoin. Of the four sons that she bore him, Jamet, the eldest, married Geseline Jansart, and
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of their five children the second one, Jacques, rose to greatness as the discoverer of Canada. There is little to
chronicle that is worth while of the later descendants of the original stock. Jacques Cartier himself was married in
1519 to Marie Katherine des Granches. Her father was the Chevalier Honore des Granches, high constable of St
Malo. In all probability he stood a few degrees higher in the social scale of the period than such plain seafaring
folk as the Cartier family. From this, biographers have sought to prove that, early in life, young Jacques Cartier
must have made himself a notable person among his townsmen. But the plain truth is that we know nothing of the
circumstances that preceded the marriage, and have only the record of 15199 on the civil register of St Malo: 'The
nuptial benediction was received by Jacques Cartier, master−pilot of the port of Saincte−Malo, son of Jamet
Cartier and of Geseline Jansart, and Marie Katherine des Granches, daughter of Messire Honore des Granches,
chevalier of our lord the king, and constable of the town and city of Saint−Malo.'

Cartier's marriage was childless, so that he left no direct descendants. But the branches of the family descended
from the original Jean Cartier appear on the registers of St Malo, Saint Briac, and other places in some profusion
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The family seems to have died out, although not many years ago
direct descendants of Pierre Cartier, the uncle of Jacques, were still surviving in France.

It is perhaps no great loss to the world that we have so little knowledge of the ancestors and relatives of the
famous mariner. It is, however, deeply to be deplored that, beyond the record of his voyages, we know so little of
Jacques Cartier himself. We may take it for granted that he early became a sailor. Brought up at such a time and
place, he could hardly have failed to do so. Within a few years after the great discovery of Columbus, the Channel
ports of St Malo and Dieppe were sending forth adventurous fishermen to ply their trade among the fogs of the
Great Banks of the New Land. The Breton boy, whom we may imagine wandering about the crowded wharves of
the little harbour, must have heard strange tales from the sailors of the new discoveries. Doubtless he grew up, as
did all the seafarers of his generation, with the expectation that at any time some fortunate adventurer might find
behind the coasts and islands now revealed to Europe in the western sea the half−fabled empires of Cipango and
Cathay. That, when a boy, he came into actual contact with sailors who had made the Atlantic voyage is not to be
questioned. We know that in 1507 the Pensee of Dieppe had crossed to the coast of Newfoundland and that this
adventure was soon followed by the sailing of other Norman ships for the same goal.

We have, however, no record of Cartier and his actual doings until we find his name in an entry on the baptismal
register of St Malo. He stood as godfather to his nephew, Etienne Nouel, the son of his sister Jehanne. Strangely
enough, this proved to be only the first of a great many sacred ceremonies of this sort in which he took part. There
is a record of more than fifty baptisms at St Malo in the next forty−five years in which the illustrious mariner had
some share; in twenty−seven of them he appeared as a godfather.

What voyages Cartier actually made before he suddenly appears in history as a pilot of the king of France and the
protege of the high admiral of France we do not know. This position in itself, and the fact that at the time of his
marriage in 1519 he had already the rank of master−pilot, would show that he had made the Atlantic voyage.
There is some faint evidence that he had even been to Brazil, for in the account of his first recorded voyage he
makes a comparison between the maize of Canada and that of South America; and in those days this would
scarcely have occurred to a writer who had not seen both plants of which he spoke. 'There groweth likewise,' so
runs the quaint translation that appears in Hakluyt's 'Voyages,' 'a kind of Millet as big as peason [i.e. peas] like
unto that which groweth in Bresil.' And later on, in the account of his second voyage, he repeats the reference to
Brazil; then 'goodly and large fields' which he saw on the present site of Montreal recall to him the millet fields of
Brazil. It is possible, indeed, that not only had he been in Brazil, but that he had carried a native of that country to
France. In a baptismal register of St Malo is recorded the christening, in 1528, of a certain 'Catherine of Brezil,' to
whom Cartier's wife stood godmother. We may, in fancy at least, suppose that this forlorn little savage with the
regal title was a little girl whom the navigator, after the fashion of his day, had brought home as living evidence of
the existence of the strange lands that he had seen.
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Out of this background, then, of uncertainty and conjecture emerges, in 1534, Jacques Cartier, a master−pilot in
the prime of life, now sworn to the service of His Most Christian Majesty Francis I of France, and about to
undertake on behalf of his illustrious master a voyage to the New Land.

CHAPTER II. THE FIRST VOYAGE�NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR

It was on April 20, 1534, that Jacques Cartier sailed out of the port of St Malo on his first voyage in the service of
Francis I. Before leaving their anchorage the commander, the sailing−masters, and the men took an oath,
administered by Charles de Mouy, vice−admiral of France, that they would behave themselves truly and faithfully
in the service of the Most Christian King. The company were borne in two ships, each of about sixty tons burden,
and numbered in all sixty−one souls.

The passage across the ocean was pleasant. Fair winds, blowing fresh and strong from the east, carried the clumsy
caravels westward on the foaming crests of the Atlantic surges. Within twenty days of their departure the
icebound shores of Newfoundland rose before their eyes. Straight in front of them was Cape Bonavista, the 'Cape
of Happy Vision,' already known and named by the fishermen−explorers, who had welcomed the sight of its
projecting headlands after the weary leagues of unbroken sea. But approach to the shore was impossible. The
whole coastline was blocked with the 'great store of ice' that lay against it. The ships ran southward and took
shelter in a little haven about five leagues south of the cape, to which Cartier gave the name St Catherine's Haven,
either in fond remembrance of his wife, or, as is more probable, in recognition of the help and guidance of St
Catherine, whose natal day, April 30, had fallen midway in his voyage. The harbourage is known to−day as
Catalina, and lies distant, as the crow flies, about eighty miles north−westward of the present city of St John's in
Newfoundland. Here the mariners remained ten days, 'looking for fair weather,' and engaged in mending and
'dressing' their boats.

At this time, it must be remembered, the coast of Newfoundland was, in some degree, already known. Ships had
frequently passed through the narrow passage of Belle Isle that separates Newfoundland from the coast of
Labrador. Of the waters, however, that seemed to open up beyond, or of the exact relation of the Newfoundland
coastline to the rest of the great continent nothing accurate was known. It might well be that the inner waters
behind the inhospitable headlands of Belle Isle would prove the gateway to the great empires of the East. Cartier's
business at any rate was to explore, to see all that could be seen, and to bring news of it to his royal master. This
he set himself to do, with the persevering thoroughness that was the secret of his final success. He coasted along
the shore from cape to cape and from island to island, sounding and charting as he went, noting the shelter for
ships that might be found, and laying down the bearing of the compass from point to point. It was his intent, good
pilot as he was, that those who sailed after him should find it easy to sail on these coasts.

From St Catherine's Harbour the ships sailed on May 21 with a fine off−shore wind that made it easy to run on a
course almost due north. As they advanced on this course the mainland sank again from sight, but presently they
came to an island. It lay far out in the sea, and was surrounded by a great upheaval of jagged and broken ice. On it
and around it they saw so dense a mass of birds that no one, declares Cartier, could have believed it who had not
seen it for himself. The birds were as large as jays, they were coloured black and white, and they could scarcely
fly because of their small wings and their exceeding fatness. The modern enquirer will recognize, perhaps, the
great auk which once abounded on the coast, but which is now extinct. The sailors killed large numbers of the
birds, and filled two boats with them. Then the ships sailed on rejoicing from the Island of Birds with six barrels
full of salted provisions added to their stores. Cartier's Island of Birds is the Funk Island of our present maps.

The ships now headed west and north to come into touch with land again. To the great surprise of the company
they presently met a huge polar bear swimming in the open sea, and evidently heading for the tempting shores of
the Island of Birds. The bear was 'as great as any cow and as white as a swan.' The sailors lowered boats in
pursuit, and captured 'by main force' the bear, which supplied a noble supper for the captors. 'Its flesh,' wrote
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Cartier, 'was as good to eat as any heifer of two years.'

The explorers sailed on westward, changing their course gradually to the north to follow the broad curve of the
Atlantic coast of Newfoundland. Jutting headlands and outlying capes must have alternately appeared and
disappeared on the western horizon. May 24, found the navigators off the entrance of Belle Isle. After four
hundred years of maritime progress, the passage of the narrow strait that separates Newfoundland from Labrador
remains still rough and dangerous, even for the great steel ships of to−day. We can imagine how forbidding it
must have looked to Cartier and his companions from the decks of their small storm−tossed caravels. Heavy gales
from the west came roaring through the strait. Great quantities of floating ice ground to and fro under the wind
and current. So stormy was the outlook that for the time being the passage seemed impossible. But Cartier was not
to be baulked in his design. He cast anchor at the eastern mouth of the strait, in what is now the little harbour of
Kirpon (Carpunt), and there day after day, stormbound by the inclement weather, he waited until June 9. Then at
last he was able to depart, hoping, as he wrote, 'with the help of God to sail farther.'

Having passed through the Strait of Belle Isle, Cartier crossed over to the northern coast. Two days of prosperous
sailing with fair winds carried him far along the shore to a distance of more than a hundred miles west of the
entrance of the Strait of Belle Isle. Whether he actually touched on his way at the island now known as Belle Isle
is a matter of doubt. He passed an island which he named St Catherine, and which he warned all mariners to avoid
because of dangerous shoals that lay about it. We find his track again with certainty when he reaches the shelter of
the Port of Castles. The name was given to the anchorage by reason of the striking cliffs of basaltic rock, which
here give to the shore something of the appearance of a fortress. The place still bears the name of Castle Bay.

Sailing on to the west, Cartier noted the glittering expanse of Blanc Sablon (White Sands), still known by the
name received from these first explorers. On June 10 the ships dropped anchor in the harbour of Brest, which lies
on the northern coast of the Gulf of St Lawrence among many little islands lining the shore. This anchorage seems
to have been known already in Cartier's time, and it became afterwards a famous place of gathering for the French
fishermen. Later on in the sixteenth century a fort was erected there, and the winter settlement about it is said to
have contained at one time as many as a thousand people. But its prosperity vanished later, and the fort had been
abandoned before the great conflict had. begun between France and Great Britain for the possession of North
America. Cartier secured wood and water at Brest. Leaving his ships there for the time being, he continued his
westward exploration in his boats.

The careful pilot marked every striking feature of the coast, the bearing of the headlands and the configuration of
the many islands which stud these rock−bound and inhospitable shores. He spent a night on one of these islands,
and the men found great quantities of ducks' eggs. The next day, still sailing to the west, he reached so fine an
anchorage that he was induced to land and plant a cross there in honour of St Servan. Beyond this again was an
island 'round like an oven.' Still farther on he found a great river, as he thought it, which came sweeping down
from the highlands of the interior.

As the boats lay in the mouth of the river, there came bearing down upon them a great fishing ship which had
sailed from the French port of La Rochelle, and was now seeking vainly for the anchorage of Brest. Cartier's
careful observations now bore fruit. He and his men went in their small boats to the fishing ship and gave the
information needed for the navigation of the coast. The explorers still pressed on towards the west, till they
reached a place which Cartier declared to be one of the finest harbours of the world, and which he called Jacques
Cartier Harbour. This is probably the water now known as Cumberland Harbour. The forbidding aspect of the
northern shore and the adverse winds induced Cartier to direct his course again towards the south, to the
mainland, as he thought, but really to the island of Newfoundland; and so he now turned back with his boats to
rejoin the ships. The company gathered safely again at Brest on Sunday, June 14, and Cartier caused a mass to be
sung.
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During the week spent in exploring the north shore, Cartier had not been very favourably impressed by the
country. It seemed barren and inhospitable. It should not, he thought, be Called the New Land, but rather stones
and wild crags and a place fit for wild beasts. The soil seemed worthless. 'In all the north land,' said he, 'I did not
see a cartload of good earth. To be short, I believe that this was the land that God allotted to Cain.' From time to
time the explorers had caught sight of painted savages, with heads adorned with bright feathers and with bodies
clad in the skins of wild beasts. They were roving upon the shore or passing in light boats made of bark among the
island channels of the coast. 'They are men,' wrote Cartier, 'of an indifferent good stature and bigness, but wild
and unruly. They wear their hair tied on the top like a wreath of hay and put a wooden pin within it, or any other
such thing instead of a nail, and with them they bind certain birds' feathers. They are clothed with beasts' skins as
well the men as women, but that the women go somewhat straighter and closer in their garments than the men do,
with their waists girded. They paint themselves with certain roan colours. Their boats are made with the bark of
birch trees, with the which they fish and take great store of seals, and, as far as we could understand since our
coming thither, that is not their habitation, but they come from the mainland out of hotter countries to catch the
said seals and other necessaries for their living.'

There has been much discussion as to these savages. It has been thought by some that they were a southern branch
of the Eskimos, by others that they were Algonquin Indians who had wandered eastward from the St Lawrence
region. But the evidence goes to show that they belonged to the lost tribe of the 'Red Indians' of Newfoundland,
the race which met its melancholy fate by deliberate and ruthless destruction at the hands of the whites. Cabot had
already seen these people on his voyage to the coast, and described them as painted with 'red ochre.' Three of
them he had captured and taken to England as an exhibit. For two hundred years after the English settlement of
Newfoundland, these 'Red Indians' were hunted down till they were destroyed. 'It was considered meritorious,'
says a historian of the island, 'to shoot a Red Indian. To "go to look for Indians" came to be as much a phrase as to
"look for partridges." They were harassed from post to post, from island to island: their hunting and fishing
stations were unscrupulously seized by the invading English. They were shot down without the least provocation,
or captured to be exposed as curiosities to the rabble at fairs in the western towns of Christian England at
twopence apiece.' So much for the ill−fated savages among whom Cartier planted his first cross.

On June 15, Cartier, disappointed, as we have seen, with the rugged country that he found on the northern shore,
turned south again to pick up the mainland, as he called it, of Newfoundland. Sailing south from Brest to a
distance of about sixty miles, he found himself on the same day off Point Rich on the west coast of
Newfoundland, to which, from its appearance, he gave the name of the Double Cape. For three days the course
lay to the south−west along the shore. The panorama that was unfolded to the eye of the explorer was cheerless.
The wind blew cold and hard from the north−east. The weather was dark and gloomy, while through the rifts of
the mist and fog that lay heavy on the face of the waters there appeared only a forbidding and scarcely habitable
coast. Low lands with islands fringed the shore. Behind them great mountains, hacked and furrowed in their
outline, offered an uninviting prospect. There was here no Eldorado such as, farther south, met the covetous gaze
of a Cortez or a Pizarro, no land of promise luxuriant with the vegetation of the tropics such as had greeted the
eyes of Columbus at his first vision of the Indies. A storm−bound coast, a relentless climate and a reluctant
soil−these were the treasures of the New World as first known to the discoverer of Canada.

For a week Cartier and his men lay off the coast. The headland of Cape Anguille marks the approximate
southward limit of their exploration. Great gales drove the water in a swirl of milk−white foam among the rocks
that line the foot of this promontory. Beyond this point they saw nothing of the Newfoundland shore, except that,
as the little vessels vainly tried to beat their way to the south against the fierce storms, the explorers caught sight
of a second great promontory that appeared before them through the mist. This headland Cartier called Cape St
John. In spite of the difficulty of tracing the storm−set path of the navigators, it is commonly thought that the
point may be identified as Cape Anguille, which lies about twenty−five miles north of Cape Ray, the south−west
'corner' of Newfoundland.
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Had Cartier been able to go forward in the direction that he had been following, he would have passed out
between Newfoundland and Cape Breton island into the open Atlantic, and would have realized that his New
Land was, after all, an island and not the mainland of the continent. But this discovery was reserved for his later
voyage. He seems, indeed, when he presently came to the islands that lie in the mouth of the Gulf of St Lawrence,
to have suspected that a passage here lay to the open sea. Doubtless the set of the wind and current revealed it to
the trained instinct of the pilot. 'If it were so,' he wrote, 'it would be a great shortening as well of the time as of the
way, if any perfection could be found in it.' But it was just as well that he did not seek further the opening into the
Atlantic. By turning westward from the 'heel' of Newfoundland he was led to discover the milder waters and the
more fortunate lands which awaited him on the further side of the Gulf.

CHAPTER III. THE FIRST VOYAGE�THE GULF OF ST LAWRENCE

On June 25 Cartier turned his course away from Newfoundland and sailed westward into what appeared to be
open sea. But it was not long before he came in sight of land again. About sixty miles from the Newfoundland
shore and thirty miles east from the Magdalen Islands, two abrupt rocks rise side by side from the sea; through
one of them the beating surf has bored a passage, so that to Cartier's eye, as his ships hove in sight of them, the
rocks appeared as three. At the present time a lighthouse of the Canadian government casts its rays from the top of
one of these rocky islets, across the tossing waters of the Gulf. Innumerable sea−fowl encircled the isolated spot
and built their nests so densely upon the rocks as to cover the whole of the upper surface. At the base of one of
these Bird Rocks Cartier stopped his ships in their westward course, and his men killed great numbers of the birds
so easily that he declared he could have filled thirty boats with them in an hour.

The explorers continued on their way, and a sail of a few hours brought them to an island like to none that they
had yet seen. After the rock−bound coast of the north it seemed, indeed, a veritable paradise. Thick groves of
splendid trees alternated with beautiful glades and meadow−land, while the fertile soil of the island, through its
entire length of about six miles, was carpeted with bright flowers, blossoming peas, and the soft colours of the
wild rose. 'One acre of this land,' said Cartier, 'is worth more than all the New Land.' The ships lay off the shore of
the island all night and replenished the stores of wood and water. The land abounded with game; the men of St
Malo saw bears and foxes, and, to their surprise they saw also great beasts that basked upon the shore, with 'two
great teeth in their mouths like elephants.' One of these walruses,�for such they doubtless were,�was chased by
the sailors, but cast itself into the sea and disappeared. We can imagine how, through the long twilight of the June
evening, the lovely scene was loud with the voices of the exultant explorers. It was fitting that Cartier should
name this island of good omen after his patron, the Seigneur de Brion, admiral of France. To this day the name
Brion Island,�corrupted sometimes to Byron Island,�recalls the landing of Jacques Cartier.

From this temporary halting−place the ships sailed on down the west coast of the Magdalen Islands. The night of
June 28 found them at anchor off Entry Island at the southern end of the group. From here a course laid to the
south−west brought the explorers into sight of Prince Edward Island. This they supposed to be, of course, the
mainland of the great American continent. Turning towards the north−west, the ships followed the outline of the
coast. They sailed within easy sight of the shore, and from their decks the explorer and his companions were able
to admire the luxuriant beauty of the scene. Here again was a land of delight: 'It is the fairest land,' wrote Cartier,
'that may possibly be seen, full of goodly meadows and trees.' All that it lacked was a suitable harbour, which the
explorers sought in vain. At one point a shallow river ran rippling to the sea, and here they saw savages crossing
the stream in their canoes, but they found no place where the ships could be brought to anchor.

July 1 found the vessels lying off the northern end of Prince Edward Island. Here they lowered the boats, and
searched the shore−line for a suitable anchorage. As they rowed along a savage was seen running upon the beach
and making signs. The boats were turned towards him, but, seized with a sudden panic, he ran away. Cartier
landed a boat and set up a little staff in the sand with a woollen girdle and a knife, as a present for the fugitive and
a mark of good−will.
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It has been asserted that this landing on a point called Cap−des−Sauvages by Cartier, in memory of the incident,
took place on the New Brunswick shore. But the weight of evidence is in favour of considering that North Cape in
Prince Edward Island deserves the honour. As the event occurred on July 1, some writers have tried to find a
fortunate coincidence in the landing of the discoverer of Canada on its soil on the day that became, three hundred
and thirty−three years later, Dominion Day. But the coincidence is not striking. Cartier had already touched
Canadian soil at Brest, which is at the extreme end of the Quebec coast, and on the Magdalen Islands.

Cartier's boats explored the northern end of prince Edward Island for many miles. All that he saw delighted him.
'We went that day on shore,' he wrote in his narrative, 'in four places, to see the goodly sweet and smelling trees
that were there. We found them to be cedars, yews, pines, white elms, ash, willows, With many other sorts of
trees to us unknown, but without any fruit. The grounds where no wood is are very fair, and all full of peason
[peas], white and red gooseberries, strawberries, blackberries, and wild corn, even like unto rye, which seemed to
have been sowed and ploughed. This country is of better temperature than any other land that can be seen, and
very hot. There are many thrushes, stock−doves, and other birds. To be short, there wanteth nothing but good
harbours.'

On July 2, the ships, sailing on westward from the head of Prince Edward Island, came in sight of the New
Brunswick coast. They had thus crossed Northumberland Strait, which separates the island from the mainland.
Cartier, however, supposed this to be merely a deep bay, extending inland on his left, and named it the Bay of St
Lunario. Before him on the northern horizon was another headland, and to the left the deep triangular bay known
now as Miramichi. The shallowness of the water and the low sunken aspect of the shore led him to decide, rightly,
that there was to be found here no passage to the west. It was his hope, of course, that at some point on his path
the shore might fold back and disclose to him the westward passage to the fabled empires of the East. The deep
opening of the Chaleur Bay, which extended on the left hand as the ships proceeded north, looked like such an
opening. Hopes ran high, and Cartier named the projecting horn which marks the southern side of the mouth of
the bay the Cape of Good Hope. Like Vasco da Gama, when he rounded South Africa, Cartier now thought that
he had found the gateway of a new world. The cheery name has, however, vanished from the map in favour of the
less striking one of Point Miscou.

Cartier sailed across the broad mouth of the bay to a point on the north shore, now known as Port Daniel. Here his
ships lay at anchor till July 12, in order that he might carry on, in boats, the exploration of the shore.

On July 6, after hearing mass, the first boat with an exploring party set forth and almost immediately fell in with a
great number of savages coming in canoes from the southern shore. In all there were some forty or fifty canoes.
The Indians, as they leaped ashore, shouted and made signs to the French, and held up skins on sticks as if
anxious to enter into trade. But Cartier was in no mind to run the risk of closer contact with so numerous a
company of savages. The French would not approach the fleet of canoes, and the savages, seeing this, began to
press in on the strangers. For a moment affairs looked threatening. Cartier's boat was surrounded by seven canoes
filled with painted, gibbering savages. But the French had a formidable defence. A volley of musket shots fired by
the sailors over the heads of the Indians dispersed the canoes in rapid flight. Finding, however, that no harm was
done by the strange thunder of the weapons, the canoes came flocking back again, their occupants making a great
noise and gesticulating wildly. They were, however, nervous, and when, as they came near, Cartier's men let off
two muskets they were terrified; 'with great haste they began to flee, and would no more follow us.' But the next
day after the boat had returned to the ships, the savages came near to the anchorage, and some parties landed and
traded together. The Indians had with them furs which they offered gladly in exchange for the knives and iron
tools given them by the sailors. Cartier presented them also with 'a red hat to give unto their captain.' The Indians
seemed delighted with the exchange. They danced about on the shore, went through strange ceremonies in
pantomime and threw seawater over their heads. 'They gave us,' wrote Cartier, 'whatsoever they had, not keeping
anything, so that they were constrained to go back again naked, and made us signs that the next day they would
come again and bring more skins with them.'
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Four more days Cartier lingered in the bay. Again he sent boats from the ships in the hope of finding the
westward passage, but to his great disappointment and grief the search was fruitless. The waters were evidently
landlocked, and there was here, as he sadly chronicled, no thoroughfare to the westward sea. He met natives in
large numbers. Hundreds of them�men, women, and children�came in their canoes to see the French explorers.
They brought cooked meat, laid it on little pieces of wood, and, retreating a short distance, invited the French to
eat. Their manner was as of those offering food to the gods who have descended from above. The women among
them, coming fearlessly up to the explorers, stroked them with their hands, and then lifted these hands clasped to
the sky, with every sign of joy and exultation. The Indians, as Cartier saw them, seemed to have no settled home,
but to wander to and fro in their canoes, taking fish and game as they went. Their land appeared to him the fairest
that could be seen, level as a pond; in every opening of the forest he saw wild grains and berries, roses and
fragrant herbs. It was, indeed, a land of promise that lay basking in the sunshine of a Canadian summer. The
warmth led Cartier to give to the bay the name it still bears�Chaleur.

On July 12 the ships went north again. Their progress was slow. Boisterous gales drove in great seas from the
outer Gulf. At times the wind, blowing hard from the north, checked their advance and they had, as best they
could, to ride out the storm. The sky was lowering and overcast, and thick mist and fog frequently enwrapped the
ships. The 16th saw them driven by stress of weather into Gaspe Bay, where they lay until the 25th, with so dark a
sky and so violent a storm raging over the Gulf that not even the daring seamen of St Malo thought it wise to
venture out.

Here again they saw savages in great numbers, but belonging, so Cartier concluded, to a different tribe from those
seen on the bay below. 'We gave them knives,' he wrote, 'combs, beads of glass, and other trifles of small value,
for which they made many signs of gladness, lifting their hands up to heaven, dancing and singing in their boats.'
They appeared to be a miserable people, in the lowest stage of savagery, going about practically naked, and
owning nothing of any value except their boats and their fishing−nets. He noted that their heads were shaved
except for a tuft 'on the top of the crown as long as a horse's tail.' This, of course, was the 'scalp lock,' so
suggestive now of the horrors of Indian warfare, but meaning nothing to the explorer. From its presence it is
supposed that the savages were Indians of the Huron−Iroquois tribe. Cartier thought, from their destitute state,
that there could be no poorer people in the world.

Before leaving the Bay of Gaspe, Cartier planted a great wooden cross at the entrance of the harbour. The cross
stood thirty feet high, and at the centre of it he hung a shield with three fleurs−de−lis. At the top was carved in
ancient lettering the legend, 'VIVE LE ROY DE FRANCE.' A large concourse of savages stood about the French
explorers as they raised the cross to its place. 'So soon as it was up,' writes Cartier, 'we altogether kneeled down
before them, with our hands towards heaven yielding God thanks: and we made signs unto them, showing them
the heavens, and that all our salvation depended only on Him which in them dwelleth; whereat they showed a
great admiration, looking first at one another and then at the cross.'

The little group of sailors kneeling about the cross newly reared upon the soil of Canada as a symbol of the
Gospel of Christ and of the sovereignty of France, the wondering savages turning their faces in awe towards the
summer sky, serene again after the passing storms,�all this formed an impressive picture, and one that appears
and reappears in the literature of Canada. But the first effect of the ceremony was not fortunate. By a sound
instinct the savages took fright; they rightly saw in the erection of the cross the advancing shadow of the rule of
the white man. After the French had withdrawn to their ships, the chief of the Indians came out with his brother
and his sons to make protest against what had been done. He made a long oration, which the French could not, of
course, understand. Pointing shoreward to the cross and making signs, the chief gave it to be understood that the
country belonged to him and his people. He and his followers were, however, easily pacified by a few gifts and
with the explanation, conveyed by signs, that the cross was erected to mark the entrance of the bay. The French
entertained their guests bountifully with food and drink, and, having gaily decked out two sons of the chief in
French shirts and red caps, they invited these young savages to remain on the ship and to sail with Cartier. They
did so, and the chief and the others departed rejoicing. The next day the ships weighed anchor, surrounded by
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boat−loads of savages who shouted and gesticulated their farewells to those on board.

Cartier now turned his ships to the north−east. Westward on his left hand, had he known it, was the opening of the
St Lawrence. From the trend of the land he supposed, however, that, by sailing in an easterly direction, he was
again crossing one of the great bays of the coast. This conjecture seemed to be correct, as the coastline of the
island of Anticosti presently appeared on the horizon. From July 27 until August 5 the explorers made their way
along the shores of Anticosti, which they almost circumnavigated. Sailing first to the east they passed a low−lying
country, almost bare of forests, but with verdant and inviting meadows. The shore ended at East Cape, named by
Cartier Cape St Louis, and at this point the ships turned and made their way north−westward, along the upper
shore of the island. On August 1, as they advanced, they came in sight of the mainland of the northern shore of the
Gulf of St Lawrence, a low, flat country, heavily wooded, with great mountains forming a jagged sky−line.
Cartier had now, evidently enough, come back again to the side of the great Gulf from which he had started, but,
judging rightly that the way to the west might lie beyond the Anticosti coast, he continued on his voyage along
that shore. Yet with every day progress became more difficult. As the ships approached the narrower waters
between the west end of Anticosti and the mainland they met powerful tides and baffling currents. The wind, too,
had turned against them and blew fiercely from the west.

For five days the intrepid mariners fought against the storms and currents that checked their advance. They were
already in sight of what seemed after long searching to be the opening of the westward passage. But the fierce
wind from the west so beat against them that the clumsy vessels could make no progress against it. Cartier
lowered a boat, and during two hours the men rowed desperately into the wind. For a while the tide favoured
them, but even then it ran so hard as to upset one of the boats. When the tide turned matters grew worse. There
came rushing down with the wind and the current of the St Lawrence such a turmoil of the waters that the united
strength of the thirteen men at the oars could not advance the boats by a stone's−throw. The whole company
landed on the island of Anticosti, and Cartier, with ten or twelve men, made his way on foot to the west end.
Standing there and looking westward over the foaming waters lashed by the August storm, he was able to realize
that the goal of his search for the coast of Asia, or at least for an open passage to the west, might lie before him,
but that, for the time being, it was beyond his reach.

Turning back, the party rejoined the ships which had drifted helplessly before the wind some twelve miles down
the shore. Arrived on board, Cartier called together his sailing−master, pilots, and mates to discuss what was to be
done. They agreed that the contrary winds forbade further exploration. The season was already late; the coast of
France was far away; within a few weeks the great gales of the equinox would be upon them. Accordingly the
company decided to turn back. Soon the ships were heading along the northern shore of the Gulf, and with the
boisterous wind behind them were running rapidly towards the east. They sailed towards the Newfoundland shore,
caught sight of the Double Cape and then, heading north again, came to Blanc Sablon on August 9. Here they lay
for a few days to prepare for the homeward voyage, and on August 15 they were under way once more for the
passage of Belle Isle and the open sea.

'And after that, upon August 15,' so ends Cartier's narrative, 'being the feast of the Assumption of our Lady, after
that we had heard service, we altogether departed from the port of Blanc Sablon, and with a happy and prosperous
weather we came into the middle of the sea that is between Newfoundland and Brittany, in which place we were
tossed and turmoiled three days long with great storms and windy tempests coming from the east, which with the
aid and assistance of God we suffered: then had we fair weather, and upon the fifth of September, in the said year,
we came to the port of St Malo whence we departed.'

CHAPTER IV. THE SECOND VOYAGE�THE ST LAWRENCE

The second voyage of Jacques Cartier, undertaken in the years 1535 and 1536, is the exploit on which his title to
fame chiefly rests. In this voyage he discovered the river St Lawrence, visited the site of the present city of
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Quebec, and, ascending the river as far as Hochelaga, was enabled to view from the summit of Mount Royal the
imposing panorama of plain and river and mountain which marks the junction of the St Lawrence and the Ottawa.
He brought back to the king of France the rumour of great countries still to be discovered to the west, of vast lakes
and rivers reaching so far inland that no man could say from what source they sprang, and the legend of a region
rich with gold and silver that should rival the territory laid at the feet of Spain by the conquests of Cortez. If he
did not find the long−sought passage to the Western Sea, at least he added to the dominions of France a territory
the potential wealth of which, as we now see, was not surpassed even by the riches of Cathay.

The report of Cartier's first voyage, written by himself, brought to him the immediate favour of the king. A
commission, issued under the seal of Philippe Chabot, admiral of France, on October 30, 1534, granted to him
wide powers for employing ships and men, and for the further prosecution of his discoveries. He was entitled to
engage at the king's charge three ships, equipped and provisioned for fifteen months, so that he might be able to
spend, at least, an entire year in actual exploration. Cartier spent the winter in making his preparations, and in the
springtime of the next year (1535) all was ready for the voyage.

By the middle of May the ships, duly manned and provisioned, lay at anchor in the harbour of St Malo, waiting
only a fair wind to sail. They were three in number�the Grande Hermine of 120 tons burden; a ship of 60 tons
which was rechristened the Petite Hermine, and which was destined to leave its timbers in the bed of a little
rivulet beside Quebec, and a small vessel of 40 tons known as the Emerillon or Sparrow Hawk. On the largest of
the ships Cartier himself sailed, with Claude de Pont Briand, Charles de la Pommeraye, and other gentlemen of
France, lured now by a spirit of adventure to voyage to the New World. Mace Jalobert, who had married the sister
of Cartier's wife, commanded the second ship. Of the sailors the greater part were trained seamen of St Malo.
Seventy−four of their names are still preserved upon a roll of the crew. The company numbered in all one
hundred and twelve persons, including the two savages who had been brought from Gaspe in the preceding
voyage, and who were now to return as guides and interpreters of the expedition.

Whether or not there were any priests on board the ships is a matter that is not clear. The titles of two persons in
the roll�Dom Guillaume and Dom Antoine�seem to suggest a priestly calling. But the fact that Cartier made no
attempt to baptize the Indians to whom he narrated the truths of the Gospel, and that he makes no mention of
priests in connection with any of the sacred ceremonies which he carried out, seem to show that none were
included in the expedition. There is, indeed, reference in the narrative to the hearing of mass, but it relates
probably to the mere reading of prayers by the explorer himself. On one occasion, also, as will appear, Cartier
spoke to the Indians of what his priests had told him, but the meaning of the phrase is doubtful.

Before sailing, every man of the company repaired to the Cathedral Church of St Malo, where all confessed their
sins and received the benediction of the good bishop of the town. This was on the day and feast of Pentecost in
1535, and three days later, on May 19, the ships sailed out from the little harbour and were borne with a fair wind
beyond the horizon of the west. But the voyage was by no means as prosperous as that of the year before. The
ships kept happily together until May 26. Then they were assailed in mid−Atlantic by furious gales from the west,
and were enveloped in dense banks of fog. During a month of buffeting against adverse seas, they were driven
apart and lost sight of one another.

Cartier in the Grande Hermine reached the coast of Newfoundland safely on July coming again to the Island of
Birds. 'So full of birds it was,' he writes, 'that all the ships of France might be loaded with them, and yet it would
not seem that any were taken away.' On the next day the Grande Hermine sailed on through the Strait of Belle Isle
for Blanc Sablon, and there, by agreement, waited in the hope that her consorts might arrive. In the end, on the
26th, the two missing ships sailed into the harbour together. Three days more were spent in making necessary
repairs and in obtaining water and other supplies, and on the 29th at sunrise the reunited expedition set out on its
exploration of the northern shore. During the first half of August their way lay over the course already traversed
from the Strait of Belle Isle to the western end of Anticosti. The voyage along this coast was marked by no event
of especial interest. Cartier, as before, noted carefully the bearing of the land as he went along, took soundings,
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and, in the interest of future pilots of the coast, named and described the chief headlands and landmarks as he
passed. He found the coast for the most part dangerous and full of shoals. Here and there vast forests extended to
the shore, but otherwise the country seemed barren and uninviting.

From the north shore Cartier sailed across to Anticosti, touching near what is now called Charleton Point; but,
meeting with head winds, which, as in the preceding year, hindered his progress along the island, he turned to the
north again and took shelter in what he called a 'goodly great gulf full of islands, passages, and entrances towards
what wind soever you please to bend.' It might be recognized, he said, by a great island that runs out beyond the
rest and on which is 'an hill fashioned as it were an heap of corn.' The 'goodly gulf' is Pillage Bay in the district of
Saguenay, and the hill is Mount Ste Genevieve.

From this point the ships sailed again to Anticosti and reached the extreme western cape of that island. The two
Indian guides were now in a familiar country. The land in sight, they told Cartier, was a great island; south of it
was Gaspe, from which country Cartier had taken them in the preceding summer; two days' journey beyond the
island towards the west lay the kingdom of Saguenay, a part of the northern coast that stretches westwards
towards the land of Canada. The use of this name, destined to mean so much to later generations, here appears for
the first time in Cartier's narrative. The word was evidently taken from the lips of the savages, but its exact
significance has remained a matter of dispute. The most fantastic derivations have been suggested. Charlevoix,
writing two hundred years later, even tells us that the name originated from the fact that the Spaniards had been
upon the coast before Cartier, looking for mines. Their search proving fruitless, they kept repeating 'aca nada'
(that is 'nothing here') in the hearing of the savages, who repeated the words to the French, thus causing them to
suppose this to be the name of the country. There seems no doubt, however, that the word is Indian, though
whether it is from the Iroquois Kannata, a settlement, or from some term meaning a narrow strait or passage, it is
impossible to say.

From Anticosti, which Cartier named the Island of the Assumption, the ships sailed across to the Gaspe side of the
Gulf, which they saw on August 16, and which was noted to be a land 'full of very great and high hills.' According
to the information of his Indian guides, he had now reached the point beyond which extended the great kingdom
of Saguenay. The northern and southern coasts were evidently drawing more closely together, and between them,
so the savages averred, lay a great river.

'There is,' wrote Cartier in his narrative, 'between the southerly lands and the northerly about thirty leagues
distance and more than two hundred fathoms depth. The said men did, moreover, certify unto us that there was the
way and beginning of the great river of Hochelaga, and ready way to Canada, which river the farther it went the
narrower it came, even unto Canada, and that then there was fresh water which went so far upwards that they had
never heard of any man who had gone to the head of it, and that there is no other passage but with small boats.'

The announcement that the waters in which he was sailing led inward to a fresh−water river brought to Cartier not
the sense of elation that should have accompanied so great a discovery, but a feeling of disappointment. A
fresh−water river could not be the westward passage to Asia that he had hoped to find, and, interested though he
might be in the rumoured kingdom of Saguenay, it was with reluctance that he turned from the waters of the Gulf
to the ascent of the great river. Indeed, he decided not to do this until he had tried by every means to find the
wished−for opening on the coast of the Gulf. Accordingly, he sailed to the northern shore and came to the land
among the Seven Islands, which lie near the mouth of the Ste Marguerite river, about eighty−five miles west of
Anticosti,�the Round Islands, Cartier called them. Here, having brought the ships to a safe anchorage, riding in
twenty fathoms of water, he sent the boats eastward to explore the portion of the coast towards Anticosti which he
had not yet seen. He cherished a last hope that here, perhaps, the westward passage might open before him. But
the boats returned from the expedition with no news other than that of a river flowing into the Gulf, in such
volume that its water was still fresh three miles from the shore. The men declared, too, that they had seen 'fishes
shaped like horses,' which, so the Indians said, retired to shore at night, and spent the day in the sea. The
creatures, no doubt, were walruses.
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It was on August 15 that Cartier had left Anticosti for the Gaspe shore: it was not until the 24th that, delayed by
the exploring expeditions of the boats and by heavy fogs and contrary winds, he moved out from the anchorage at
the Seven Islands to ascend the St Lawrence. The season was now far advanced. By this time, doubtless, Cartier
had realized that the voyage would not result in the discovery of the passage to the East. But, anxious not to return
home without having some success to report, he was in any case prepared to winter in the New Land. Even
though he did not find the passage, it was better to remain long enough to explore the lands in the basin of the
great river than to return home without adding anything to the exploits of the previous voyage.

The expedition moved westward up the St Lawrence, the first week's sail bringing them as far as the Saguenay.
On the way Cartier put in at Bic Islands, and christened them in honour of St John. Finding here but scanty shelter
and a poor anchorage, he went on without further delay to the Saguenay, the mouth of which he reached on
September 1. Here this great tributary river, fed from the streams and springs of the distant north, pours its mighty
waters between majestic cliffs into the St Lawrence�truly an impressive sight. So vast is the flood that the great
stream in its wider reaches shows a breadth of three miles, and in places the waters are charted as being more than
eight hundred and seventy feet deep. Narrowing at its mouth, it enters the St Lawrence in an angry flood, shortly
after passing the vast and frowning rocks of Cape Eternity and Cape Trinity, rising to a height of fifteen hundred
feet. High up on the face of the cliffs, Cartier saw growing huge pine−trees that clung, earthless, to the naked
rock. Four canoes danced in the foaming water at the river mouth: one of them made bold to approach the ships,
and the words of Cartier's Indian interpreters so encouraged its occupants that they came on board. The canoes, so
these Indians explained to Cartier, had come down from Canada to fish.

Cartier did not remain long at the Saguenay. On the next day, September 2, the ships resumed their ascent of the
St Lawrence. The navigation at this point was by no means easy. The river here feels the full force of the tide,
whose current twists and eddies among the great rocks that lie near the surface of the water. The ships lay at
anchor that night off Hare Island. As they left their moorings, at dawn of the following day, they fell in with a
great school of white whales disporting themselves in the river. Strange fish, indeed, these seemed to Cartier.
'They were headed like greyhounds,' he wrote, 'and were as white as snow, and were never before of any man
seen or known.'

Four days more brought the voyagers to an island, a 'goodly and fertile spot covered with fine trees,' and among
them so many filbert−trees that Cartier gave it the name Isle−aux−Coudres (the Isle of Filberts), which it still
bears. On September 7 the vessels sailed about thirty miles beyond Isle−aux−Coudres, and came to a group of
islands, one of which, extending for about twenty miles up the river, appeared so fertile and so densely covered
with wild grapes hanging to the river's edge, that Cartier named it the Isle of Bacchus. He himself, however,
afterwards altered the name to the Island of Orleans. These islands, so the savages said, marked the beginning of
the country known as Canada.

CHAPTER V. THE SECOND VOYAGE�STADACONA

At the time when Cartier ascended the St Lawrence, a great settlement of the Huron−Iroquois Indians existed at
Quebec. Their village was situated below the heights, close to the banks of the St Charles, a small tributary of the
St Lawrence. Here the lodges of the tribe gave shelter to many hundred people. Beautiful trees�elm and ash and
maple and birch, as fair as the trees of France�adorned the banks of the river, and the open spaces of the woods
waved with the luxuriant growth of Indian corn. Here were the winter home of the tribe and the wigwam of the
chief. From this spot hunting and fishing parties of the savages descended the great river and wandered as far as
the pleasant country of Chaleur Bay. Sixty−four years later, when Champlain ascended the St Lawrence, the
settlement and the tribe that formerly occupied the spot had vanished. But in the time of Cartier the Quebec
village, under its native name of Stadacona, seems to have been, next to Hochelaga, the most important lodgment
of the Huron−Iroquois Indians of the St Lawrence valley.
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As the French navigators wandered on the shores of the Island of Orleans, they fell in with a party of the
Stadacona Indians. These, frightened at the strange faces and unwonted dress of the French, would have taken to
flight, but Cartier's two Indians, whose names are recorded as Taignoagny and Domagaya, called after them in
their own language. Great was the surprise of the natives not only to hear their own speech, but also to recognize
in Taignoagny and Domagaya two members of their own tribe. The two guides, so far as we can judge from
Cartier's narrative, had come down from the Huron−Iroquois settlements on the St Lawrence to the Gaspe
country, whence Cartier had carried them to France. Their friends now surrounded them with tumultuous
expressions of joy, leaping and shouting as if to perform a ceremonial of welcome. Without fear now of the
French they followed them down to their boats, and brought them a plentiful supply of corn and of the great
pumpkins that were ripening in their fields.

The news of the arrival of the strangers spread at once through the settlement. To see the ships, canoe after canoe
came floating down the river. They were filled with men and women eager to welcome their returned kinsmen
and to share in the trinkets which Cartier distributed with a liberal hand. On the next day the chief of the tribe, the
lord of Canada, as Cartier calls him, Donnacona by name, visited the French ships. The ceremonial was
appropriate to his rank. Twelve canoes filled with Indian warriors appeared upon the stream. As they neared the
ships, at a command from Donnacona, all fell back except two, which came close alongside the Emerillon.
Donnacona then delivered a powerful and lengthy harangue, accompanied by wondrous gesticulations of body
and limbs. The canoes then moved down to the side of the Grande Hermine, where Donnacona spoke with
Cartier's guides. As these savages told him of the wonders they had seen in France, he was apparently moved to
very transports of joy. Nothing would satisfy him but that Cartier should step down into the canoe, that the chief
might put his arms about his neck in sign of welcome. Cartier, unable to rival Donnacona's oratory, made up for it
by causing the sailors hand down food and wine, to the keen delight of the Indians. This being done, the visitors
departed with every expression of good−will.

Waiting only for a favourable tide, the ships left their anchorage, and, sailing past the Island of Orleans, cast
anchor in the St Charles river, where it flows into the St Lawrence near Quebec. The Emerillon was left at anchor
out in the St Lawrence, in readiness for the continuance of the journey, but the two larger vessels were moored at
the point where a rivulet, the Lairet, runs into the St Charles. It was on the left bank of the Lairet that Cartier's fort
was presently constructed for his winter occupancy. Some distance across from it, on the other side of the St
Charles, was Stadacona itself. Its site cannot be determined with exactitude, but it is generally agreed that it was
most likely situated in the space between the present Rue de la Fabrique and the Cote Sainte−Genevieve.

The Indians were most friendly. When, on September 14, the French had sailed into the St Charles, Donnacona
had again met them, accompanied by twenty−five canoes filled with his followers. The savages, by their noisy
conduct and strange antics, gave every sign of joy over the arrival of the French. But from the first Cartier seems
to have had his misgivings as to their good faith. He was struck by the fact that his two Indian interpreters, who
had rejoined the ranks of their countrymen, seemed now to receive him with a sullen distrust, and refused his
repeated invitations t
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